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IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 
Submitted by Peter D. Lax 
A way of formulating nonlinear Steklov problems on nonsymmetric domains 
as an operator equation u = pPu, where P is completely continuous, is given. 
Local and global existence theorems then follow from standard techniques; 
these results extend earlier results for symmetric domains and equations with 
symmetric coefficients. Some miscellaneous results are given concerning the 
nature of the solution branches. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear Steklov problem (P) given by 
Lu = 2 D&zij(x) Dp) = 0, x E D, (1.1) 
i,i=l 
%h) = ,$, 44 44 DP = tLf(x, 4, x 6 aD, (1.2) 
where D is a bounded region in Euclidean m-space Em whose boundary i?D 
is of type C1+A, 0 < h < 1; where n(x) = (n,(x),..., n,(x)) is the outwardly 
directed unit normal to aD at x = (x1 ,..., xm) E i3D; and where Di = a/ax, . 
Here Q(X) are given functions satisfying 
and 
aij E C1+A(Em), uij(X) = uji(x), XEE~, 
i$l a&> 5iP > 0, zl c? # 0, x E E”. 
The function f(x, u) is assumed to be given in advance and to satisfy 
f(x, 0) = 0, x E aD; more will be specifically required of f below. By a 
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solution to (P) we mean an ordered pair (CL, u) where p is a real number and 
u E Co(D) n P(D), iJ = D u 80, for which II satisfies (1.1) on D and CL, 
24 satisfy (1.2) on aD. 
Clearly (p, 0) is a solution to (P) for all real p E El; we are interested, 
however, in conditions under which (P) admits nontrivial solutions (i.e., 
solutions for which u + 0 on 0). In [I, 21 existence results (global) were 
obtained for the special case of Laplace’s operator L = d on the unit circle D 
in E2. The more general problem (P) was studied in [3] under certain sym- 
metry conditions on D and aij , (The results in [3], although local, can be 
extended globally by using a recent result of Rabinowitz [4].) The purpose 
of this note is to extend the existence results of [3], locally and globally, 
to nonsymmetric domains D; symmetry conditions on aij and f will also be 
dropped. The local result below (Corollary 2.2) contains those of [3]; the 
global result (Theorem 3.1) however requires an added hypothesis on f not 
made in [3]. We also give a few results on the nodal structure of u for solutions 
to (P) and on the asymptotic nature of the solution set for (P) in Section 4. 
2. LOCAL RESULTS 
We make the following hypotheses concerning the nonlinear term f: 
(HI) f (x, z) = ZU(X) + g(x, z) where a(x) E CO(aD),g(x, z) E C”(aD x I,), 
I, = (-8, S), 8 > 0, and g(zc, z) = o(I z I) as z -+ 0. Further, gz(x, s) exists 
and is continuous on aD x I, . 
(H2) JaD a(x) dx f  0. 
We will, in fact, assume that c1 = j&, a(~) dx = 1. Under (H2) this is done 
without any loss of generality for we can always replace f and p in (P) by 
a-‘f and a~, respectively. 
As is well known in bifurcation theory for nonlinear eigenvalue problems 
such as (P) the linearized problem (L) 
Lu=O, XED; u,(,) = w(x) u, x E aD> 
plays an important role. From that theory we expect local branches of non- 
trivial solutions to bifurcate from at least those eigensolutions (p, u) of (L) 
for which p has odd multiplicity. We will not analyze here in detail the 
bifurcation phenomena of (P), but will only demonstrate how to reformulate 
problem (P) so that the standard techniques and results apply. 
We begin by remarking that the assumptions made above concerning the 
domain D and the coefficients uij insure that the Neumann problem (N) 
Lu=O, XED; UC) = h(x), x E aD, 
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where h(x) E Co(X)) is a given function, has a solution if and only if the 
orthogonality condition 
J 
h(x) dx = 0 (2.1) 
a4 
is satisfied. Moreover, solutions to (N) differ by constants and the solution 
(as always, in G(B) n CO(D)) satisfying 
J u(x) U(X) dx = 0 aD 
is given by 
44 = jaD W, Y) NY) 4 
where N(x, y) is the so-called Neumann function 
operator defined by 
(2.2) 
for L on D. The linear 
Ah = J,, W, Y) 4~) dy, XEaD, 
is a compact operator from C"(8D) into C"(i3D) under the sup norm 
II u II = y I 44 
(in fact, A is compact from C"(8D) into Cl(dD) under the norm 
II u II = %$a ~JJP I QW 
although we will not use this fact). Details concerning all of these remarks 
may be found in [3, 51. 
The difficulty in treating (P) arises from (2.1). Clearly, any solution 
to (P) which satisfies (2.2) must satisfy 
44 = II jaD Nx, Y)~(Y, U(Y)) 4s (2.3) 
the converse, however, is not true unless 
j aDf(~, U(Y)) dr = 0 (2.4) 
holds. In [I, 2,3], symmetry properties of D, aSj , andfwere used to guarantee 
(2.4) a priori, allowing (P) to be studied via the integral equation (2.3). Here, 
409/43/3-12 
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in order to handle (2.4) we do the following. For a given u E C”(8D) let 
k = k(u) be a real constant satisfying the equation 
s ,/Y, U(Y) + 4 dY = 0. (2.5) 
In place of (2.3) we then consider the integral equation 
Suppose that u E Co(Z)) satisfies (2.6); then a(x) = u(x) + K solves (P). 
In order to justify the use of (2.6) in solving (P) we must first show that the 
operator k = k(u): C”(8D) ---f El is well-defined and continuous on a suf- 
ficiently small open ball B, C C”(8D) of radius E centered at 0 and that 
k(O) = 0. Then, since Ju = f(y, u(y)): B, -+ CO(aD) is continuous (by 
(Hl)) and A is compact, the operator Pu z AJ(I + k) u is well-defined and 
completely continuous on B, C CO(X)) f or E > 0 sufficiently small. Equation 
(2.6) can then be written as the operator equation 
u = pPu, (/A 4 E p x B, . (2.7) 
If t.~ # 0, then problem (P) is equivalent to Eq. (2.7). Clearly, by the 
manner in which P is defined, if (p, u) E El x CO(aD) is a solution to (2.7), 
then (p, u + K) E El x (C2(D) n CO(@) solves (P) (U being uniquely defined 
by its boundary values). Conversely, let (p, u), p # 0, be a solution (P). 
Defining ii = u - K, K = la0 au dy, we find that P satisfies equations (1.1) 
and (2.2) together with the boundary condition 
u;Ccz) = Pjf(X, u + 4, XEaD. 
Thus, by (2.1) it follows, since p # 0, than (2.5) is satisfied for ii, K and, 
hence, ti and R satisfy (2.6). In other words, ii satisfies the operator equation 
(2.7). Since the solution set of (P) for p = 0 is completely known: (0, u), 
u = const (and it will follow below that this is the only possible branch 
bifurcating from (0, 0)), we accordingly lose nothing in considering the 
operator equation (2.7), to which all of the standard techniques and results 
for such equations apply, for t.~ # 0. 
We have only to justify (2.7) by giving conditions under which k(u) is 
well-defined and continuous on some ball B, , E > 0, and R(0) = 0. To do 
this we consider Eq. (2.5) which, by (HI), may be written 
F(k, u) ES K + G(k, u) = 0, (k 4 E (- 7,~) x Bn, 
G(k3 ‘1 = s,, au dY + s,, g(y, u + k) dy, 
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for 77 > 0 sufficiently small (in order that u + k E B& so that g(y, u + K) 
is meaningful). By (Hl), F(0, 0) = 0, and F(K, U) has a continuous FrCchet 
derivative with respect to k on (-7,~) x B,, . It is easy to show that this 
derivative at (k, U) = (0,O) is the invertible linear operator F,(O, 0) w = w. 
Thus, by a well-known implicit function theorem [6] there exists a unique 
function K = k(u) defined and continuously (Frechet) differentiable on a 
sufficiently small neighborhood B, of u = 0 such that F(k(u), u) = 0, u E B, , 
and K(0) = 0. The operator Pu is, then, well-defined and completely continu- 
ous on B, + CO(aD). We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Hl) and (H2) be satisjied. Then for p # 0 and E > 0 
su@iently small problem (P) on B, is equivalent to the operator equation (2.7) 
where P is completely continuous on B, . 
The linearized problem u = t~Lu where L is the Frechet derivative of P 
at u = 0 plays a fundamental role in the consideration of (2.7). The linear 
operator L is necessarily compact (since P is completely continuous [7]). 
Moreover, it is not difficult to show that u = FLU for p # 0 is equivalent to 
problem (L). To show this we observe that 
for, by (2.8) 
Pw -Lw = s,, Nx, Y> [ f(YY w+k(w))-aw+aj8Dawdz]dy 
= I,, m Y> [4w) + a s,, cm dz + g(y, w + +))] dy 
= s,, N(x, Y) [dY, w + +)) - a jao&, w + WJ)) dz] dy. 
Since K(w) is continuously (Frechet) differentiable in B, , K(O) = 0 (implying 
k(w) = O(ll w II)), and (Hl) h o Id s, we have that Pw - Lw = o(ll w /I), w E B,; 
that is, Lw as defined above is the FrCchet derivative of Pu at u = 0. Remem- 
bering that Jan a dx = 1, we see that 
j/ [w - jaDawdz]dx=O 
and, hence, that any solution to w = t~Lw yields a solution (p, u), 
u = w - Jan aw dx, to problem (L). Conversely, if (p, u) is a solution to 
(L) with p # 0, then w = u - K, K = sso au dx, satisfies (1.1) and (2.2) 
and the boundary condition w,(,) = ~Q(W + k). Thus, since w satisfies (2.2) 
and since by (2.1) K = - J& uw dx, it follows that (CL, w) satisfies w = ~Lw. 
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As a result of this, it follows, since L is compact, that problem (L) can have 
at most a countable number of eigenvalues with no finite accumulation point 
each of which has finite multiplicity. 
The theory of nonlinear, completely continuous operators P may now be 
applied to problem (P). S ince the results of this theory are numerous and the 
application now straightforward we only state the following basic corollary 
of Theorem 2.1 which follows from Corollary 1.12 in [4]. For a detailed 
study of the solution branches of problem (P) we refer to the many results 
in [4]. 
We denote the closure of the set of nontrivial solutions to (P) by S. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (Hl) and (H2) be satisfied and let r(L) be the spectrum 
of problem (L); r(L) is countable and has no$nite accumulation point. If p E r(L) 
is of odd multiplicity then S contains a continuum of solutions to problem (P) 
which contains (p, 0) and which either meets a(B, x R) or contains (p*, 0) 
for some TV* Er(L), CL* # p. 
Note that 0 # r(L) and consequently (0,O) is not a bifurcation point of 
(2.7) [7]. Thus, p ro bl em (P) has only the solution set (0, u), u = constant, 
branching from (0, 0). 
If ,LL E r(L) is simple, then the structure of the continuum is known in more 
detail; see [4]. In particular, ifg(x, a) is analytic in x (as in [l, 2, 31) and p is 
simple, then u and p can be represented in power series expansions of a 
small parameter; this can be carried out exactly as in [3]. 
3. A GLOBAL THEOREM 
In order to show that K = K(u) was well-defined and had the necessary 
properties to make Pu well-defined and completely continuous, an implicit 
function theorem was invoked in Section 2, which because of the local 
nature of such theorems only allowed the local consideration of (2.7) and, 
hence, of problem (P) on B, for c > 0 sufficiently small. In this section we 
give a simple condition on g which insures that K(u) is well-defined globally 
so that problem (P) may be treated globally. We use the following hypotheses. 
(H3) g&, z) > -s-l, (x, z) E aD x (-co, +co). 
(H4) There exist constants cr > 0, cs 3 0 such that for all x E aD 
g(x, z> < Cl 9 2 < --c2 and g(x, z> > ---cl , z > c2 - 
Assuming these hypotheses on g (in addition to (H2) and to (Hl) with 
8 = +CQ) we once again consider Eq. (2.6) for k which we again write as 
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F(k, u) E k + G(k, u) = 0, G as in (2.8). W e wish to show that this equation 
has a unique solution K(u), continuous in u, for each u E CO(X)). 
For a fixed u E CO(X)), it follows from (Hl) and (H3) that 
$Fck 4 = 1 + jaDg&, u + 4 dx > 0; 
that is, F(K, u) is strictly increasing in k. Thus, if F(K, u) = 0 has a solution 
k for 24 E CO(X)) it is necessarily unique. 
For fixed u E CO(X)) and for all k sufficiently large, U(X) + k > cs , 
x E aD, and hence by (H4), g(x, u + K) > -c, , x E aD. Thus, 
s g(x,u+k)dx>,-cc,s>--co aD 
for K sufficiently large and it follows that lim,,+,F(K, u) = +cc. Similarly, 
using (H4) we can show that lim,,-,F(K, u) = --co. Since F(k, u) is 
continuous in K it follows that for each u E CO(aD) there exists a K = K(u) 
for which F(K, u) = 0. Clearly k(0) = 0. 
Finally we show that k(u) is continuous in u (with respect to the sup 
norm /I u 11). Suppose this were not the case and we could find a u. and a 
sequence u, + us such that K, = K(u,) -++ k(u,). Extracting a subsequence 
if necessary, we assume K, + K, where k, may be finite and # K(u,) or 
k, = fco. First, if K, is finite then from F(Kn , u,) = 0 we obtain in the 
limit (using the obvious continuity of F insured by (Hl)) the equation 
F(k, , uo) = 0. Sin ce K, # k(u,) we have a contradiction to the uniqueness 
proved above. Finally, suppose K, = +co, the case k, = ---co being 
similar. Since u, -+ u. in sup norm we know that for n large all of the functions 
u, are uniformly bounded on aD. Thus, u, + K, + +cc in sup norm and 
as a result of (H4) we have, for large enough n, that 
1 g(x, u, + M dx 3 --cls. aD 
Consequently, F(kn , u,) -+ + cc which contradicts F(k, , u,) = 0 for all n. 
To sum: under (HI)-(H4) (with S = +cc in (HI)) the operator k = k(u) 
defined by Eq. (2.6) is well-defined and continuous on CO(aD) + El with 
k(0) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Hl) be satisfied with 6 = + co together with (H2), 
(H3), and (H4). Then problem (P) on C”(3D) . is e q uivalent to the operator equa- 
tion (2.7) where P is completely continuous on CO(aD). 
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This result together with the global bifurcation results in [4] leads to 
global existence theorems for problem (P). For example, the following, 
theorem follows from the basic results in [4]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (HI) with 6 = + co and (H2), (H3), (H4) be satisfied. 
If t.~ E Y(L) is of odd multiplicity then S contains a continuum of solutions to 
problem (P) which contains (CL, 0) and which either meets 00 OY contains (CL*, 0) 
for some t.~* E r(L), p* # p. 
Once again more can be said if TV is simple (see [4]). 
Remark. One can also prove the existence and uniqueness of the root 
k to F(k, u) = 0 for u E C”(8D) by using the contraction mapping principle 
on G(k, u). This, however, entails a Lipschitz condition of g in x with suffi- 
ciently small Lipschitz constant for all x E (- co, + co), which is a stronger, 
less desirable assumption to make than (H3) and (H4) above. For example, 
the above results handle the problem g(x, a) = 23 ((H4) is satisfied for 
Cl = ct = 0). 
In fact, since by (Hl) g(x, 0) = 0, hypotheses (H3) and (H4) are both 
satisfied (with ci = ca = 0) by any function nondecreasing in z for all 
XEaD. 
4. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
We begin this section with the following theorem concerning the nodal 
structure of certain solutions to problem (P). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (Hl) holds and u(x) > 0 (OY GO, but +O). 
If (TV, u) is a nontrivial solution to problem (P) which is connected to (CL*, 0) 
by a continuum of nontrivial solutions to problem (P) where TV* E Y(L), p* # 0, 
then u changes sign on aD (and, hence, in 0). 
In particular then, u changes sign in aD for all solutions (CL, u) lying on the 
continua whose existence is insured by Corollaries 2.2 and 3.2 above. For an 
example of the importance of the nodal structure of solutions in certain 
applications see [l , 21. 
The proof will follow easily from a sequence of lemmas. Denote 
I’ = (u E CO(aD): u changes sign on aD}. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose (p*, w*), t.~* # 0, w* + 0, solves the linear problem 
w = t.~Lw where a 3 0 (OY GO, but $0). Then w* E V. 
Proof. As noted in Section 2, for p # 0, the operator equation w = ~Lw 
is equivalent to problem (L) and, hence, (CL*, w*) is also a solution to this 
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problem. But then (2.1) implies J& aw* dx = 0 which, together with the 
assumptions made concerning a, implies u* E V. 
LEMMA 4.3. V is an open subset of CO(aD) (under the sup norm). Let 
(Hl) hold; if (CL, u) is a solution to problem (P), then u # 8V. 
Proof. That V is open is obvious. Let u E 8V. Then u > 0 or u < 0 on 
aD with u(x,) = 0 for at least one point x0 E aD; u thus has, by the mini- 
mum-maximum principle for solutions to elliptic equations and as a function 
on B, a minimum or maximum at x0. But (1.2) and (Hl) imply that u,(,~) = 0 
in contradiction to the fact that at its extrema, u, # 0 (see [8, p. 651). We 
conclude u 6 aV. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose (Hl) holds. To each CL* E r(L) there exists a constant 
E > 0 such that ;f (EL, u) is any nontrivial solution to problem (P) for which 
(p, u) E (p* - E, p* + c) x B, then u E V. 
Proof. Suppose that no such E > 0 exists. Then we can find a sequence 
of solutions (pn, u,) such that pn -+ p*, u, -+ 0 and u, E CO(X)) - ir. 
Solutions to problem (P) necessarily satisfy u, = p,,Pu,; i.e., un = ApL,Jun or 
unill un II = 44f~u,/ll un II). (4.1) 
BY (HI) the sequence h.hJl/ u, II> . b IS ounded and consequently, since A 
is a compact operator, {un/ll u, II} is p recompact. Extracting a subsequence if 
necessary we assume un/ll u, Ij + u* E CO(aD), II u* // = 1. Now (Hl) implies 
AJI %z II - a* so that (4.1) implies u* = p*Au* or that (p*, u*) solves 
problem (L). By Lemma 4.2, u* E V. But V is open by Lemma 4.3 and, 
hence, u,/ll u, I/ or u, is in V for large n. This contradicts u, E C”(8D) - v 
and proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since the continuum of solutions from the solution 
(p, u) meets (p*, 0) it follows that on this continuum there exists a solution 
(CL**, u **) E (p* - E, CL* + G) x B, where E > 0 is as in Lemma 4.4; 
thus, u** E V. Let C be a continuum joining (p, u) to (p**, u**). Suppose 
that u + V and hence u E CO(aD) - r = V* by Lemma 4.3. Then 
(CL, u) E C n (El x V*) and (EL**, u**) E C n (El x V). Since C cannot 
equal the union of the two disjoint, relatively open, nonempty sets 
C n (El x V) and C n (El x V*), there exists a (CL’, u’) E C for which 
(p’, u’) E El x aV. But C is a continuum of solutions so that u’ E 8V contra- 
dicts Lemma 4.3. This contradiction implies that u E V as asserted. This 
proves the theorem. 
One can also easily show, using (2.1), that if zf (x, z) > 0 (< 0) for all 
(x, z) E aD x (- 03, + co) then every solution of problem (P) for p + 0 
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must change sign in D, regardless of whether or not it is connected to (II*, 0), 
CL* cr(L), by a continuum. 
From Theorem 3.1 we have conditions under which a global continuum C 
of solutions to problem (P), bifurcating from (p, 0), p E r(L), exists. The 
possibility that C joins (p*, 0) for some other CL* E r(L), p # p*, shows that 
the graph I’= {(I”, 11 u 11): (CL, U) E C> may be bounded in EZ. In the case of the 
second alternative that C joins CO, r is unbounded in E2. To conclude this 
section we briefly consider the question of in what manner I’may be unbound- 
ed. Denote by I, J the projections I = {CL: (p, U) E C for some zc E C”(8D)} 
J = (11 u I/: (CL, U) E C for some p E El). Since C is a continuum both I, J 
are intervals (possibly closed, open, or half open and closed). If C joins cc 
then either I or J (or both) is infinite. The next theorem concerns the 
projection J. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let f satisfy (Hl) with S = +oo. If there exists a real 
z1 # 0 such that f (x, zl) = 0 for all x E aD, then there can exist no solution 
(p, u), p # 0, to problem (P) for which maxaD u(x) = z1 nor for which 
minaD u(x) = xi . 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose (HI) holds with 6 = + cc and that a(x) 3 0 
(GO). If C is a continuum of solutions to problem (P) containing (p, 0) for some 
p E r(L) and ifz, < 0 < z2 are reals for which f  (x, ZJ = f  (x, x2) = 0, x E aD, 
then J = [0, c] or [0, c) where c is some constant, c < z, = min(--z, , x2). If 
C meets co, then I is unbounded and 0 6 I. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Suppose (p, u), p # 0, solves problem (P) and 
maxso U(X) = zi . Then there exists x0 E aD such that u(xo) = x1 and inas- 
much as u satisfies (1.2) with p # 0 it follows that A, = 0 in contradiction 
to the strong maximum-minimum principle mentioned above [8]. A similar 
argument can be made to rule out minao U(X) = zi . 
Proof of Corollary 4.6. Define the open set 
T = {u E CO(aD): X, < u(x) < z, , x E aD>. 
By Theorem 4.5 no solution (CL, u), p # 0, exists for which u E 3T. By 
Theorem 4.1 no solution (p, u) E C exists for which p = 0; that is, 0 6 I. 
Arguing just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we conclude that C C T. Thus, 
for (II, u) E C, z1 < u < .z2 which implies // u 11 < za . Since J is connected, 
bounded, and contains 0 (C contains (p*, 0)), we have J = [0, c] or [0, c). 
Finally, if C meets co, then since J is bounded, I must be unbounded. It was 
already noted that 0 4 I. 
As a final result, we note that if C meets cc and (p, u) E C is known to 
satisfy an a priori estimate (1 u 1) < M(p), where M(p) is bounded on finite p 
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intervals, then clearly I must be unbounded. From this follows easily another 
result. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let (Hl) hold (with 6 = + co) and suppose that there exist 
constants K > 0, 0 <p < 1, such that jf(x, x)1 < K / x IP for all 
(x, z) E aD x (-co, + co). I f  (p, u) is a solution to probZem (P) then 
I/ u /I < Kp1l(1-p) for some constant R > 0. 
Proof. From (2.3) and the hypothesis on f  we find (1 u I/ < Mp II u IIn for 
M > 0 depending on N(x, y) but independent of p and u. Thus, 
E = Ml/W~0. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Suppose (HI) (with 6 = +a), (H2), (H3), and (H4) 
hold and that f  satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.7. Let C be a continuum of 
solutions to (P) containing (CL, 0), p E: r(L), p of odd muZtipZicity. Then I is 
unbounded, 0 q! I. 
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